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In 1999, The Contemporary Visual Festival featured fifteen art installations installed across 
downtown St. John’s. The event was to be Eastern Edge Gallery’s first summer festival and 
included artists such as Lois Brown, Allison Hrabluik, Greg Bennett and more. Over the 
following years the gallery developed an annual event that would be part fundraiser and part 
celebration of local and national contemporary art.  Its many names aside, the heart of the 
festival has always been about building community.   
 
For many years the anchor of this weeklong event would be a 24-hour live art making 
extravaganza, nicknamed “The Marathon”, where anyone was welcome to come down and 
create. Artists overflowed into the spaces surrounding Eastern Edge including St. Michael’s 
Printshop, Harbourside Youth Arts Program, and the Gateacre garage and parking lot. Some 
years nearing 100 participants, the Marathon buzzed all night long with established 
professional artists working alongside youth and amateurs. After all the food was eaten and 
artistic energy spent, an art auction would put money in artist pockets and help maintain the 
gallery’s activities for the year. The Marathon was a truly unique community event that even 
spawned a like event in Barbados at the suggestion of an Eastern Edge member, Virginia 
Trieloff.  
 
Outside the gallery, tents were erected where local community organizations would host 
daily bbqs and information booths. Parking lot staples included a rotating soapbox stage 
where open mic, poetry, and music had their turn as well as a nighttime beer garden. 
Children’s workshops and Kevin Hehir’s Kiddie Video Dance Party were also festival 
favourites. And not to be underestimated, the nighttime brought some amazing music and 
experimental sound art by young artists who vied to play the Marathon each year. This was 
the time of Peace-A-Chord but before niche music festivals like Lawnya Vawnya and Shed 
Island would exist. The Marathon provided an opportunity for young bands to experiment 
just as much as its visual artists. 
 
As with Eastern Edge’s programming over the years the festival makes space for the feminists, 
the queers, and the punks evidenced by performances by Annie Sprinkle (2008), Diamond 
Minds (2009), Joshua Vettivelu (2013), Jason Penney (2015), and Kailey Bryan and Pepa 
Chan (2016) to name just a few. In addition, the week has always included a wide range of 
practices that may not easily fit into the gallery providing a time and opportunity to the 
projectionists, video, performance, and street artists. Artists like Donzelle (2008), 
Sweatshoppe (2010), Sean Martindale (2013) and Nelio (2013) found temporary homes for 
their work, occupying and activating public spaces with sound and image. The tradition of 
building community and presenting challenging art continues today with Hold Fast’s Art 
Crawl and I for one look forward to how this year’s chapter will unfold.  
 



A timeline of Eastern Edge summer festivals:  
The Contemporary Visual Festival (1999) - Express (2000-2006) - The 24 Hour Art Marathon 
(2007-2008) - 24 Hour Art Marathon Festival or 24HAM (2009-2012) - Art Marathon 
Festival (2012), Art Marathon Festival: Dreamworlds (2013), Art Marathon Festival: Carnival 
(2014), Hold Fast (2015-present) 
 
- Mary MacDonald is an artist, critic, and independent curator currently residing in St. 
John’s. She has been Executive Director, Assistant Director, and Volunteer at Eastern Edge 
Gallery. www.maryflorence.com 
 
 


